Writing
Non-chronological report
Description - of a dragon
Uses for a dragon’s fire breath
Instructions - How to trap a dragon
Settings - Openings; description
Myths
Stories
Book review.
Newspaper report
Explanation-'Wanted’ poster

Punctuation
Inverted commas
Sentence punctuation - full stops, capital letters, commas, speech, question marks, exclamation marks

Grammar
Verb tenses - present and past
Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs

Spelling
Y3 NC word list
To include prefixes re-, dis-, un-, ex-
Suffixes -ion, -ent, -ate, -ing, -ant, -ed.
Y4 NC word list
Suffixes -ion, -able, -ive, -ness, -ure, -er

Performance
Storytelling - ‘Dragonory’ by Pie Corbett
Poetry - ‘The dragon who ate our school’

Stories
St George and the dragon
Myths and legends
The dragon of Krakow
How to train your dragon
Tell me a dragon
The Egg